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S: Hi, We’re from The Swedish Association for Sexuality Education, RFSU. 
We’re happy for this opportunity to present our teaching tool “Do you want to”. 
This is a Teaching Tools about about consent in a sex and pleasure positive way. 

P: I’m Pelle Ullholm and I developed the films and methods.
S: And I’m Saskia, I work with “Do you want to” in schools. 

P:  We’ll give you a brief  presentation of  RFSU: In	terms	of	education	- We	educate	
and	create	teaching	tools	for	professionals	like	teacher,	midwifes,	social	workers	and	
for	teenagers,	young	men	in	jail	and	prison,	newly	arrived	refugees.	

We	also´ work	with	advocacy,	in	Sweden	and	internationally,	with	local	partners	and	
global	processes.	
We	got	17	local	branches	in	Sweden.	

If  you want to know more: check out our organisation at rfsu.se. 
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P:		We always want to	create transformativs talks	– and	to	achieve this in	a	non-
jugdemental way.	We know that we need to	create an	opportunity and	and	openess
to	talk	about sexuality in	general.	

S:	With the	”do	you want to”	material	we want to	show	that communication around
sex doesnt have to	be	anything difficult or	unsexy.	The	material	consist of 7	short	
films	depicting different	scenarios	about communication,	interaction,	masculinity,	
gender	roles,	showing empathy and	respect.	

⇒ In	schools - we show	these seven films	and	then let the	teengers reflect on	these
topics in	open discussions through some exercises.	If	the	group is	a	little more quiet
or	shy they may discuss two and	two.	
⇒ The	importance is	not	on	how much they participate,	but that the	reflect on	these
topics for	themselves and	hopefully broaden their mindset and	reflect on	their own
previous and	future actions.

We’ll show	some of these films	to	you today
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P: most videos and films used to addressing teenagers in school considering consent is lack of consent, 
sometimes rape. 

You Rarely get to see how a person can take an initiative and then listen to the partner. 

We identified a need for new tools addressing teens about consent in their everyday life - with abusive 
behavior and a listening approach. 

We identified a need  for a more Including a broader perspective on sexual practice. 

A survey proved us right.  Less then 25% had talked about Sexuality and boundaries. Almost 60% want to 
talk more about these issues.

S:The material	underline the	importance of communication and	empathy to	
understand	what you or	someone else wants.
Is	your sexual	partner	enjoying what you are doing together?	Are you enjoying it?	
How do	you know that you're behaviour is	putting	pressure on	others?	What is	
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nagging?	
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P: Do You Want To? This is a Teaching Tools about consent in a sex and pleasure 
positive way. 
Or its actually beyond consent, we’re looking for verbal or non-verbal communication 
and interaction. We discuss the role of  the initiatives taker and the persons who are 
willing to interact or not. However this with focus on the   initiatives taker. Masculities 
connected to norms related to sexuality, and consent,  is important to address 
when talking with teens. Interaction	and	communication	is	presented	as	the	key.	
Empathy,	mutual	respect are	key	values.	
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S:	This film	is	a	icebreaker with a	focus	on	their own thoughts on	how to	know is	
someone wants to	or	if you want to	- and	how you can show	that.	A	good way to	start	
the	conversation and	that the	teens get	to	here some thoughts from	their peers.	

P:	We	wanted	this	first	video	to	tell	a	story	about	diversity.	Why?	Videos	with	gender	
steorotypes and	very	typical	power	relations	don’t	change	anything.	We	need	to	paint	
an	another	picture	if	we’re	aiming	for	change.	
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S:	There is	a	stigma	in	the	classroom when we discuss this.	They can relate to	the	
issue but dont always wanna discuss it	deaper.	Some young males	may call	the	guy	in	
the	film	weak for	not	saying no. When we mention pressure from	gender	roles and	
sterotypes men	always supposed to	want sex,	they can usually relate though.	
⇒ Some students	point out that it's harder for	men	to	say no,	but also thatmen	have
more power to	say no	in	these situations.	
⇒ Also mention that a	girl is	more likely to	get	more sympathy from	society and	that
men	are not	as	likely to	speak up because of that.

P:	By	showing this film	early we adress	masculintiy.	In	a	different	way.	We thought
that many young men	might think that talking about consent could be	a	way to	
blame them,	shaming of young men	as	a	group and	their sexuality.	We dont want
that.	We want to	move on	towards sex	and	pleasure positive	consent and	interaction.	
We want change.	l	we think we include young men	much better in	that change.	And	
we also wanted them to	feel how it	could be	to	the	one under	pressure and	it	is	more
likely for	many boys	to	identify with another guy.	
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P:
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Basketkillarna	
S:	Timing	and	wanting different	things.
How you in	practice can read	your partner's signals	and	understand	each other.	

S:	Yes and	no	Signals	-
In	what way are they showing yes and	no	signals	through verbal	and	non-verbal	
communication?	
What can you do	if you get	a	No-signal?	

Watch	it	again

Yes signals:	They flirt,	they look	at	each other,	take pictures,	initiatives from	one of
them - kiss	

No	signals:	He shies away,	doesn't respond the	kiss,	doesn't take any initiatives to	
continue on,	doesn't touch	the	other guy	in	any way.
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P:	What does he do	when the	no	signal	comes?	
He stops,	looks	at	him,	askes	“maybe your not	in	the	mood?”	They laugh,	un dramatise the	situation,	
They do	something else.	Then try	again later.

S:When no:	Stop,	ask,	check	in	- “everything ok?”,	“does this feel good?”,	Wait for	their initiatives,	Go	back	to	
were doing before the	no	signal,	take a	break,	do	something else for	a	while,	try	again later.	
Insure them that it's fine,	create a	safe space	where its ok	to	say no.	

If	not	a	yes-signal	- it's always a	no-signal.	
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Just	do	it	– Active	Bystander Perspective

P	What do	you think of this one?	Any comments?	

How you feel when you see something like this? 
Is it easy to be active bystander? 
What makes you unsecure?  
Do you need to be sure?   

S:	How can you interrupt?	
S:	We also discuss actual things you can do	to	in	a	situation	like	this;	They can talk	to	
the	girls friends,	try	to	get	some backup,	confront the	guy,	ask	the	girl if she is	okay,	
just	keep a	close eye on	the	situation	or	“accidentally”	walk	in	to	the	room to	make	
sure	everything is	okay.
*	Discuss how the	guys will feel afterwards.
Try	to	push	on	the	fact that they probably still	feel good about that they took action	
and	that no	further harm	came to	the	situation.	Even if nothing happened in	the	
room.	
Highlights the	power a	bystander possesses and	that speaking up is	really making a	
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difference.	

You are not	suspicious you are being considerate - towards the	girl but also towards the	guy!	In	Male
uncommon look	the	other way when it	comes to	assault,	but to	really care for	a	friend is	to	stop	them
felonies and	speaking up when there behaving in	an	offencive way.	
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After showing the	videos most teens agree:	we can read	body langues,	and	maybe it	
possible to	use words like	faster	,	like	that,	harder slower,	should i	wait?	When asking
you create an	oppertuinity,	and	it’ll make	it	easier for	a	partner	to	say right!	,	faster!	
Wait wait!	Finger	me.

Its not	an	issue of what kind	of of sex	you practice,	its instead an	issue of interaction
or	mutuality,	active sex	and	pleasure positive	consent.	

Most	people with experience think that mutality,	interplay,	communication makes	sex	
better and	moore consenting at	the	same	time.	Lets teach that.
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